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SYDNEY: Australians basked in rediscovered pride in their
cricketers yesterday after Steve Smith inspired a thumping
Ashes Test win over England, redeeming himself following
a ball-tampering scandal that left the team in disgrace.

Smith, pilloried and banned for a year over the infamous
‘Sandpaper-gate’ affair, rose above taunts of “We saw you
cry on the telly” with centuries in each innings before
England crumbled to a 251-run defeat in Birmingham.

“It’s a redemption story like no other, from Sandpaper-
gate to standing up to England, in England,” tweeted
7News Brisbane.  “The Miracle of Birmingham”, trumpeted
The Australian, as any lingering embarrassment from the
tampering scandal more than 18 months ago evaporated.

Instead, attention turned to the “redemption” of Smith
from a tearful press conference last year to his Test-defin-
ing innings which humbled England, just weeks after they
were crowned ODI world champions.

Nathan Lyon and Pat Cummins took all 10 wickets as
England’s second innings folded for 146, but it was the
knocks of 144 and 142 by Smith that set up the victory and
renewed comparisons with the great Donald Bradman.

At the start of the Test the Australians were mocked as
“cry-babies” and endured taunts of “cheats and losers”,
but five days on they were winners, the Herald’s Malcolm
Knox noted. 

‘REDEMPTION TALE’ 
Knox described the fidgety Smith’s centuries as “pure

cricket alchemy, turning base metals into gold”. The net
effect of the abuse by England fans “was to knit the
Australians together” and bring out their best cricket,
he wrote. 

“Even as he received his player-of-the-match award,
Steve Smith had to speak above the songs of the last des-
perates whose claim to fame was having seen him cry on
the telly. He wasn’t crying now.”  News Corp. Australia’s
James Matthey said the vocal Edgbaston crowd “wasn’t
able to provide the spark needed to overcome an
Australian team welcoming the ball-tampering trio back
into the fold”.

Smith, David Warner and Cameron Bancroft were
playing in their first Test together since receiving lengthy
suspensions for their part in the sandpaper affair. 

The Austral ian cal led Smith’s  performance “a
redemption tale” and said he “brings to a dressing room
a belief in bright sides and silver linings, if not unicorns
and rainbows... Has any previous Australian team, it is
also worth asking, been so leveraged to the fortunes of
a single player?”

Former Australian captain Gregg Chappell, who had
his own scandal in the past with the infamous underarm
bowling to New Zealand in 1981, said Smith couldn’t rest
on his laurels.

“He’s taken a huge stride towards that redemption,”
Chappell was quoted as saying. “The way forward for that
redemption is to keep making runs.” — AFP

Who’s crying now? Australian glee 
as cricketers rise from Ashes

‘Smith, rose above taunts with centuries in each innings’

Saudi and Formula
One discussing F1 race
LONDON: Saudi Arabia and Formula One are dis-
cussing the possibility of holding a race in the country,
and team bosses have been asked for an opinion,
sources said yesterday. The Times newspaper reported
that Formula One and the 10 teams would seek reassur-
ance on issues including human rights, gender equality
and media freedom before any race could happen.

Multiple informed sources confirmed to Reuters the
substance of the report. They added, however, that
Formula One had discussions with many would-be hosts
around the world which ultimately came to nothing.

The Times suggested a Saudi race could become a
reality as soon as 2021, with the schedule already
expected to stretch to a record 22 races in 2020.
Formula One and the teams are discussing major sport-
ing and technical rule changes from 2021 and Ferrari
boss Mattia Binotto said in Hungary at the weekend
that could see an expansion to 24 races.

A Formula One source said that was more to allow
flexibility, replacing the existing rule that states teams
must agree to expand the calendar beyond 21 races
rather than being a target number.

The Middle East already hosts two races, at Sakhir in
Bahrain and Abu Dhabi’s Yas Marina, with lucrative
long-term contracts in place. Bahrain was the first in
2004 but the race has proved controversial, with rights
groups accusing the country’s rulers of using it to
‘whitewash’ abuses and improve their image abroad.

Saudi Arabia has come under heightened interna-
tional criticism over its human rights record after jour-
nalist Jamal Khashoggi was murdered and dismembered
by Saudi operatives inside its Istanbul consulate last
October.

The kingdom lifted a ban on women driving only last
year. Formula One published a commitment in 2015 to
respect “internationally recognised human rights in its
operations globally”. Should the talks with Saudi Arabia
move up a level, the kingdom would likely be looking at
a third regional slot.

This year, Bahrain was the second round of the sea-
son after Australia, while Abu Dhabi will be the final
round in early December. Any Saudi race would likely
need to be separated from the other two regional rivals
to protect their investment and the uniqueness of the
event. Formula One is broadcast live and free-to-air in
the Middle East and North Africa region under a five-
year deal struck last March with MBC Group, founded
by Saudi businessman Waleed al-Ibrahim.

The rights previously belonged to Qatar’s BeIN
media group, which blamed broadcast piracy of its pay
TV feed as a reason for not renewing. Saudi Arabia
already features on the all-electric Formula E calendar
and hosted its first race last year on a street circuit at
Ad Diriyah, near Riyadh. — Reuters
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Doping in cricket: 
Shaw ban raises 
questions for India
NEW DELHI: India’s powerful cricket board is under
pressure to bring its anti-doping procedures into line with
world standards after questions were raised over the ban
handed to teenage star Prithvi Shaw.

Shaw, the 19-year-old prodigy often compared to
Sachin Tendulkar, last week received an eight-month ban
after the Board of Control for Cricket in India ruled he
“inadvertently ingested a prohibited substance (terbu-
taline), which can commonly be found in cough syrups”.

Shaw’s ban was backdated to March 16, despite the fact
he was playing for the Delhi Capitals in the Indian Premier
League until May 8. He will be available again from
November 16, just after the start of India’s international
season.

The BCCI insists on handling its doping analysis and
sanctions in-house, rebuffing pressure from India’s gov-
ernment and the World Anti-Doping Agency to come
under the ambit of India’s WADA-accredited national anti-
doping body.

However, concern is growing about the arrangements,
with many calling for more rigorous testing by an inde-
pendent body. “The Indian Board does not have a robust
anti-doping set-up and cricketers are not regularly tested
during all national and age-group competitions,” The
Hindustan Times said, adding that Shaw was given the
“lightest sentence possible”.

Last year, Indian all-rounder Yusuf Pathan also tested
positive for terbutaline and received a backdated ban after
the BCCI accepted he took it “inadvertently”, offering the
same explanation that the drug is often found in cough
syrups. Terbutaline is a bronchodilator, expanding air pas-
sages in the lungs. Such substances can raise oxygen lev-
els in the blood, helping stamina, speed and recovery, The
Hindustan Times said.

‘CASUAL APPROACH’ 
BCCI anti-doping manager Abhijit Salvi said the Indian

board doesn’t do its testing through the National Anti-
Doping Agency (NADA) because it is concerned about its
standards. “If we would have been happy with NADA’s
performance then BCCI would not have had an issue,”
Salvi told AFP.

“I am sure you have read reports as well about NADA’s
inefficiencies.” He also rebuffed suggestions of a proce-
dural lapse in the Shaw case, given his ban was backdated
to a time when he was still playing. Salvi said Shaw had
probably been too “casual” by taking an over-the-counter
medicine, despite attending “at least three” classes on
anti-doping organised by the BCCI.

“He probably had a casual approach to it and that’s why
he tested positive,” Salvi told AFP. The BCCI is the world’s
richest cricket body and generates about 70 percent of the
sport’s global revenues. Shaw, meanwhile, is one of Indian

cricket’s hottest properties after he hit a century on his
Test debut last year, becoming India’s second-youngest
centurion after Tendulkar.

India’s government has repeatedly attempted to
bring the BCCI into line with other sports by carrying
out its drug testing through the national agency. “A let-
ter has been sent through NADA to the BCCI to get
their players tested through them like any other sports
body in the country,” a source in the sports ministry
told AFP last week.

“Because NADA is the only approved agency for han-
dling dope offences. BCCI’s response on this matter is still
awaited. The ministry is keen for the matter to be resolved
as soon as possible.” Last year, WADA urged the
International Cricket Council to intervene in matter. NADA
chief Navin Agarwal told AFP that bringing Indian cricket
on board remained a “work in progress”.

DIET PILLS 
Doping cases are rare in cricket. One of the most

prominent was in 2003, when Australia’s Shane Warne
received a year’s suspension for taking a banned diuretic,
blaming dieting pills given to him by his mother.

In 2006, Pakistan’s Shoaib Akhtar and Mohammad Asif
escaped bans for testing positive for the steroid nan-
drolone after the Pakistan Cricket Board accepted they did
not take the drug intentionally. One Indian cricketer, who
wanted to remain anonymous, said young players shouldn’t
be expected to monitor what is going into their bodies.

“Nowadays players stay with a team for nearly eight-
nine months in a year. They are young boys who hardly
know which medicine to consume. To blame them is not
right,” he told AFP. However, sports medicine expert
Saranjeet Singh, who has written a book on drug use in
sport, said cricketers simply aren’t tested enough.

“It’s (Shaw) not a one-off case because cricket does not
have the level of testing that is required to check the use of
performance-enhancing drugs,” Singh told AFP. “There are
numerous drugs that help in staying alert, for a better
mind, to improve cardiovascular activity and strength. So
drugs are everywhere from chess to horse racing. “It’s time
BCCI falls under the NADA ambit to improve its credibility
in picking out drug cheats.” — AFP

James Anderson ruled 
out of second Ashes 
Test with injury
LONDON: James Anderson has been ruled out of the
second Ashes Test, with England uncertain when he will
be fit to return after injuring his right calf. England’s
record wicket-taker broke down after just four overs in
the series opener at Edgbaston and did not bowl again
as Australia romped to a 251-run victory.

Scans have confirmed he has no chance of taking
part in next week’s game at Lord’s, the second of the
five-match series, with assessment taking place “on an
ongoing basis”. Anderson’s absence is a huge blow for
England, whose deflating defeat in Birmingham came
just three weeks after they won the World Cup.

After pulling up injured on the first morning in
Birmingham, Anderson, 37, was restricted to two batting
cameos at number 11. The veteran, who has taken 575
Test wickets, had not played competitive cricket for a
month leading into the match after injuring the same
calf playing for Lancashire.

“The MRI confirmed that Anderson has suffered a
calf injury,” said a statement from the England and
Wales Cricket Board yesterday. “As a result of the
injury, he will commence a rehabilitation programme
working with the England and Lancashire medical
teams.

“Anderson will miss the second Test match, which
starts at Lord’s on Wednesday August 14. He will be
reassessed on an ongoing basis.” Former England cap-
tain Michael Vaughan does not expect to see Anderson
on duty again until the fourth Test at the earliest and
warned his absence could have a big impact in both
dressing rooms.

“My concern is you don’t underestimate the psycho-
logical effect of Jimmy Anderson has on the England
team, but also the positive effect it sends through the
Australia team,” he said. “For them to arrive next week
and the week after to know they won’t be facing
Jimmy... that is monstrous.”

A debut for paceman Jofra Archer, one of the stars of
England’s World Cup campaign, could lessen the blow
but he must first prove his own fitness for the five-day
game. He was carrying a side strain throughout the
tournament and has been sent to play for Sussex 2nd XI
to get long spells with the red ball under his belt.

England captain Joe Root had no regrets about
including Anderson for the Edgbaston game, saying he
had passed every medical test. “It’s one of those freak
scenarios where he pulled up-because it’s the same calf,
we’re not sure whether it’s a slightly different injury,”
said Root.

“Jimmy in those conditions, if he bowls 15 overs,
things could have been very different in the first innings
in general. Root said picking Archer would not repre-
sent a gamble if he gets through the required workload
this week.

“With Jofra, we’re in a slightly different situation
where he’ll have played a lot of cricket in between and
we’ll have a clearer idea of where he’s at,” he said.
“We’ll turn up to Lord’s and make sure in the next few
days we don’t make any shotgun decisions.”

England’s defeat at Edgbaston means they face an
uphill battle to wrestle the Ashes back from Australia,
who have not won a Test series in England since 2001.
The home side have a number of issues to address aside
from Anderson’s absence, needing to shore up their
batting and find a chink in the armour of Steve Smith,
who made two centuries in the match. — AFP

Du Plessis confirmed
as S Africa Test captain
JOHANNESBURG: Faf du Plessis will captain South Africa
in the Test series against India in October but may not lead
the side in all formats, Corrie van Zyl, Cricket South Africa’s
(CSA) new acting director of cricket said yesterday.

Van Zyl, who was appointed to the acting role following
the weekend purge of head coach Ottis Gibson and his
coaching staff, said he would chair a selection meeting “in
the next day-and-a-half” to discuss future strategy, which
would include planning for the 2023 World Cup.

“Faf will be the captain of the Test team,” said Van Zyl.
“But we need to look forward and we will talk about the
white-ball strategy to 2023.” South Africa will play three
Twenty20 internationals in India next month ahead of the
Test series, their first in the new world Test championship,
which starts on October 2.

At yesterday’s press conference, Thabang Moroe, the
chief executive of CSA, said he hoped the appointments in
a new structure for the national team would be made
before England start a tour of South Africa in December.

On Sunday, CSA said a football-style team manager
would be appointed, who would take charge of all aspects
of the national team, including the appointment of a
coaching staff, the captain or captains and medical and
administrative personnel.

Moroe also suggested that policy would be directed
from the top.  “We want to see a more pro-active style of
play with the team taking calculated risks and backing
themselves,” said Moroe who added that racial “represen-
tivity targets” (quotas) would remain in place with a target
average of six black players in a team over the course of a
season.   Moroe also confirmed a growing rift with the SA
Cricketers’ Association (SACA), saying he wanted more
direct communication between CSA and the national team,
effectively bypassing SACA.

“There has been a bit of a disconnect between the
players and the organisation (CSA),” he said.  “We want to
streamline the system so decisions can be made almost
instantaneously.” SACA chief executive Tony Irish is on
record as saying the relationship between CSA and the
players’ body was at an all-time low.  SACA has conse-
quently launched a high court application seeking a review
of a CSA decision to restructure domestic cricket, made
without any SACA consultation. Moroe acknowledged
there were differences between CSA and SACA but said
there was no breakdown and that SACA would soon be
invited to meet with the governing body. — AFP
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McCullum calls 
time on career
TORONTO: Former New Zealand captain Brendon
McCullum announced on Monday he would retire from
cricket at the end of the ongoing GT20 tournament in
Canada. One of the most hard-hitting batsmen of his gen-
eration, the 37-year-old McCullum skippered New
Zealand to the 2015 World Cup final, where they were
beaten by Australia.

He also won plaudits for the aggressive yet sporting
way in which he captained his country, before quitting
international duty in 2016 after his 101st Test match.
McCullum has spent the past few years playing in T20
competitions across the globe, his final stint coming with
the Toronto Nationals.

“It is with pride and satisfaction that I am today
announcing my retirement from all cricket following the
conclusion of the GT20 in Canada,” McCullum wrote on
social media. “As much as I am proud of what I’ve achieved
in my 20 year professional career - more than I could ever
have dreamed of when I first entered the game - I have felt
the drive to keep going harder to maintain in recent
months.” “I look back with pride over the way I’ve played
the game and what I’ve achieved... I can leave the game
knowing I left no stone unturned,” he added. “It’s been one
hell of a ride but I’ve always maintained that all good
things must come to an end.” — AFP


